Updated 18 April 2016
Here are some additional details about photo shoots:
A map to my place including my address and phone is on the next page.

Info2

I rely heavily on routine communications via email. Please maintain contact via email from the
time we first make contact about doing a shoot all the way up to the shoot and until we have
everything about the shoot all wrapped up. A message from me can address a number of
subjects and ask for information on each. Please respond to all the points in the messages so we
don’t have to repeat requests. I have a Cell Phone Policy. For the sake of a smooth running
shoot and the sanity of your photographer it’s important you know and follow its provisions.
Please consider the photo shoot to be an all day project! Schedule a photo session when you
don’t have any appointments before or after it that day. Worrying about an appointment
following your shoot stifles creativity. Call to reschedule if something comes up that would put
a time constraint on your photo shoot. Be early for your session! Target time for 9:00 AM
shoots is 8:45 AM. If you’re going to be late for a shoot call and reschedule! Your friendly
photographer has a responsibility to be ready by the scheduled time so let’s make this a team
effort and we’ll get off to a good start.
Models of legal age are welcome to have a female friend accompany them to their getacquainted visit and to their shoot while younger talent are accompanied by their moms. If you
over 18 talent plan on bringing a friend let me know in advance and tell me something about her.
Make sure she has read all the info files. Very important: I don't do joint shoots. Please don't
ask me to photograph the friend. See Info3 for much more detail on this.
You direct your own photo shoot! Please scour through magazines and bring a couple or more
examples of poses you'd like to try. Check out my Web site for looks others have created so you
will be familiar with my capabilities. Bring changes of clothes that will suit the poses. Bring
more than you think you’ll need! Give your imagination free reign. Distinguish yourself.
Innovate! Consider making the photography experience a continuing one rather than a one time
event.
Plan on being fed during your photo session! We’ll break for lunch before noon and can make
sandwiches, with some nice light whole wheat bread I bake for you or munch on something you
bring with you. Don’t allow yourself to get hungry. Eat a good breakfast before coming to the
shoot. During the shoot eat before you get hungry. Snack and sip on liquids throughout the
session. This can impact a shoot drastically.
As your shoot wraps up I will make a CD of proofs of all the saved shots for you. I will need a
release from liability from you on a form I provide in order to give you the CD. I’ll need a
signed model release before you can have the proofs. I will give you reproduction rights to
retouched photos on a separate form.
I will retouch and make available to you on CD a few photos you select from each outfit change.
Some photos from our photo session go on my Web site. The purpose is so that both of us can
show our work without having to carry around a physical portfolio. Guidelines for choosing a
compact final set of photos are discussed in my Info3 file. However the set is derived, you have
total veto power over what gets posted. You can shoot without worry about what will be made
public. You can have me retouch photos for your print portfolio that do not go on the Web. Just
let me know. For any conflicts in this file with the Model_Permission_Form, this file governs.
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